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CQRS
Command Query Responsibility Segregation

**Command:**

*Create customer named Mark*

**Query:**

*Get all customers named Mark*
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WHAT IS AN EVENT?

CustomerSkillAddedEvent

{ name: Stacey Watro
  skill: awesome
}
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Log statement for every action

Ability to find origin of each request

Usability
WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT LOGGING FOR CQRS & EVENT SOURCING?
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WHY IS NAMING SO IMPORTANT?

CustomerSkillAddedEvent

{ name: Stacey Watro
  skill: awesome }
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*Resilience over reliability*

*Prevent Data Loss*

*Smart Alerts*
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Broker ➔ Consumer

Dead Letter Queue

Event metadata:
- Event type
- Timestamp

/retry
/delete
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# processed messages in Broker > # processed messages in Consumer after x period of time

# pending messages above average for x period of time
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KEY LEARNINGS

CQRS & Event Sourcing heavily influenced deployment, monitoring & support

Blue/Green was best given our constraints

Log aggregation was not enough for us

Invested in making the system resilient
THANK YOU

For questions or suggestions:
@_w_stacey
@mariascanella